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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we study linear programming problems with both the cost and right- 
hand-side vectors being stochastic. Kalman filtering techniques are integrated into the infeasible- 
interior-point method to develop an on-line algorithm. We first build a "noisy dynamic model" based 
on the Newton equation developed in the infeasible-interior-point me hod. Then, we use Kalman 
filtering techniques to filter out the noise for a stable direction of movement. Under appropriate 
assumptions, we show a new result of the limiting property of Kalman filtering in this model and 
prove that the proposed on-line approach is globally convergent to a "true value solution" in the 
mode of quadratic mean. 
Keywords - -L inear  programming, Infeasible-interior-point method, Stochastic programming, 
Kalman filter. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a linear programming problem in its standard form 
minimize cT x, 
subject o Ax = b, x >_ O, 
(P) 
and its dual problem 
maximize bTw, (D) 
subject o A T w + z = c, z >_ O, 
whereAER m×n (m_<n) ,bER m, c E R '~, x E R '~, w E R m, and z E R "~. 
In most applications, A, b, and c are fixed and known. Various algorithms including the classical 
simplex methods and the newly developed interior point methods can be applied [1]. However, in 
some applications, the underlying system is not explicitly known, although the coefficiences A, b, 
and c can be observed. It is quite common that the observation could be corrupted by noise [2,3]. 
For these cases, the conventional algorithms become inapplicable, since the feasibility issue could 
become questionable. 
In this paper, we deal with a simple case, in which A is deterministic, but b and c are not. 
Furthermore, the k th sample of b and c are assumed to be 
b k =b 0 +~,  c k =c  0+~,  
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where b ° and c o are the unknown true values, and tfb k and /it k are noise terms. As in most 
observation-estimation problems [4,5], we further assume that ~f k and 5c k are uncorrelated white 
Gaussian oise processes with zero means and known covariance matrices Rb k and Re k. Our aim 
is to find an optimal solution pair to the following "true value systems": 
minimize (c°)T x, (Pt) 
subject o Ax = b °, x >_ O, 
and 
maximize (b°)T w, 
subject o ATw + z = c °, z_>0. 
(Dt) 
To filter out the noise, we suggest an on-line approach. The approach collects statistics, 
and simultaneously processes this information for a solution. In other words, we make several 
observations and take one step toward a better solution, then make a few more observations and 
take another step, until no more observation is needed. 
By observing the parallelism between the dual estimate in the interior point methods and the 
Kalman estimate in filtering, [6] proposed an on-line approach to handle the case with a stochastic 
cost vector c. In this case, since the feasibility issue is not in the picture, the problem is much 
simpler than ours. 
Our approach is to incorporate the Kalman filter into the newly-developed infeasible-interior- 
point method [7,8] to handle the case with stochastic b and c. We shall first build a "noisy dynamic 
model" based on the Newton equation developed in the infeasible-interior-point method. Then, 
we utilize Kalman filtering techniques to filter out the noise for a stable direction of movement. 
Under proper assumptions, we show a new result of the limiting property of Kalman filtering 
in this model and prove the proposed on-line approach is globally convergent in the mode of 
quadratic mean [9]. 
The idea of the noise model is not new. In fact, it can be traced back to the pattern-searching 
methods and stochastic approximation [3]. However, this idea was first introduced by [6] to 
treat linear programming problems with stochastic elements. Our approach follows this line. By 
introducing the infeasible-interior-point method, we are able to extend previous results. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we sketch the infeasible-interior-point methods. 
Kalman filtering is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, a noisy dynamic model is built based 
on the Newton equation developed in the infeasible-interior-point method. Section 5 shows new 
results of the limiting property of Kalman filtering on the dynamic model. Then, we propose an 
on-line algorithm in Section 6 and discuss its global convergence in Section 7. Section 8 concludes 
the paper. 
2. INFEAS IBLE- INTERIOR-POINT  METHOD 
Since Karmarkar published his seminal paper [10], a wide variety of interior point methods for 
linear programming problems have been developed. In general, an interior point method starts 
with an initial interior feasible point and stays in the relative interior of the feasible domain. But 
for our case, since b and c are stochastic, the primal feasibility condition {Ax = b, x > 0} and 
the dual feasible condition {ATw + z = c, z >_ 0} immediately become a problem. Therefore, we 
are interested in the newly developed primal-dual infeasible-interior-point method [7,8]. 
The infeasible-interior-point method has been known as a practically efficient algorithm with 
numerical evidence [11-13]. Recently, Kojima, Megiddo and Mizuno [7] proved its global con- 
vergence and Zhang [8] obtained a polynomial complexity bound. More results can be seen 
in [14-16]. 
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Consider the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions of (P) and (D): 
Ax = b, x > 0, 
ATw + z = c, z > O, 
XZe  = O, 
(F) 
where the capital letter X (or Z) is a diagonal matrix formed by the vector x (or z) and e = 
(1, 1 , . . . ,  1) T E R n. Note that since b and c are random vectors, the first and second equations 
could become infeasible in certain cases. However, for any given sample, (F) is meaningful. 
Adding a perturbation term pe, p > 0, to the right-hand side of the third equation of (F), we 
have a new system 
Ax = b, x > O, 
ATw -I- z = c, z > 0, (F~) 
XZe = pe. 
A central path defined by {(x~, w~, z~) [ (x~, w~, z~) solves (F~), p > 0}. Corresponding to 
a neighborhood of the central path, given 1 > 71 > 0, 72 > 0, and eln > 0, we define a set 
xTz i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  54= (x,w,z) EQ+lz~z~>71 n ' 
xT  z >_ 721lAx - bll, or 1lAx - b]l _ ein, 
• T z z 72 IIAT  + z -   11, or + <- 
) 
where Q+ = {(x, w, z )eR  n+m+n I x > 0, z > 0}. The inequality 
xTz  
XiZi ~_ 71 , i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, 
n 
prevents x and z from being too close to the boundary of the positive orthant, and the inequalities 
xTz  ~ ~211A~ - bll, or I IAx - bll ~ ~in, 
~T~ _> 7~ II AT~ + z -c l l ,  or IIA ~ + ~ - ~11 -< ~-,  
prevent he algorithm from converging to an infeasible solution. 
Starting with a point in the neighborhood 54, the infeasible-interior-point method moves along 
a direction obtained by solving a perturbed Newton equation 
] r d=kl r Azk-b "] A o o, id~kl=_iATwk+=k_~ I 
Zk AT Xk LdzkJ LxkZke-.~+'~J 
(1) 
to reach a new point by assigning 
x k+l = x k W ~k dxk, 
wk+l ~ W k jr ~k dwk 
z k+l ~ z k Jr ~k dz k, 
where ~/k-kl = flfik for some 1 >/3 > 0, and a k _> 0. 
By controlling the step-length ak, the sequence {(xk,wk,zk)} generated by the infeasible- 
interior-point method stays in 54 with reduced infeasibility and complementary slackness. Even- 
tually the sequence {(z I¢, w k, zk)} converges to an e-optimal solution pair of Problems (P) and (D). 
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Note that for any point in the sequence {(x k, w k, zk)}, the primal and dual feasibility conditions 
Ax k = b, A Tw k + z k = c are not required. 
REMARK 2.1. Observe equation (1), the Newton direction (dx ~, dw k, dz k) is a linear function 
of b and c. In our case, since b and c are contaminated by stochastic noises, the direction must be 
stochastic. Also note that equation (1) resembles the "observation equation" in the estimation 
theory [17], which has the same form. This leads us to use estimation techniques to filter out the 
noise in order to obtain a stable direction of movement. Such an idea motivates the following 
scheme. 
SCHEME 2.2. 
Step 1. Start with an initial point (x l ,w l , z l )  e A4. 
Step 2. At the k th iteration, apply some observation-estimation techniques to filter out the 
noise and obtain a stable direction of movement. 
Step 3. Select a step-length ak > 0 for a new point 
X k+l  ~ X k -~- O~ k dx  k ,  
w k+l  ~ w k Jr. o~ k dw k ,  
z k+l  ~ z k -{- ol k dz  k.  
If no further iteration is needed, stop. Otherwise, update k by k + 1 and go to Step 2. 
REMARK 2.3. To realize this scheme, one must first choose an estimation technique which works 
for our case. Then, one must have a criterion for checking the estimation error. Finally, this 
technique must produce a stable direction. In other words, the estimation errors must tend to 
zero. 
Among known estimation techniques [5], the Kalman filter is a good candidate. It is an 
iterative estimation process which can be conveniently implemented. Moreover, the filtering 
process provides an iterative rror covariance matrix which can be used as a criterion for error 
check. In the next section, we will show how to build a dynamic model based on the Newton 
equation used in the infeasible-interior-point method as a basis for the Kalman filter to work. New 
results of the limiting property of Kalman filtering for this model will be discussed in Sections 4 
and 5. 
3. KALMAN F ILTER 
Kalman filtering is an optimal state estimation process applied to a dynamic system which 
involves random perturbations. Since its early introduction [18], Kalman filtering techniques 
have been widely used in many fields [4,5,17,19]. 
3.1. Elementary Kalman Filter 
Consider a dynamic system 
sj+l = A js j  + wj,  (2) 
yj = H js j  + vj, 
where the subscript j denotes time tj, A t E R n×n a state transition matrix, Hj  E R m×n an 
observation matrix, yj an observation vector, sj a system state vector, wj a system noise vector, 
and vj an observation oise vector. The first equation is a difference quation, which expresses 
the system dynamics. The second equation is the so-called observation equation (or output 
equation). 
In general, wj 
statistics 
and v~ are assumed to be uncorrelated white Gaussian noises with known 
Et j]=0, 
E [vjvT] = E Ivy] = 0, for all j, 
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where ~j is the covariance matrix of wj, and Rj the covariance matrix of vj. Ej and Rj are 
further assumed to be positive definite. 
The basic idea of Kalman filtering is to assume that the Kalman estimate has a linear form 
8j = A js j -1  + Gj  (yj  - H jA j~ j -1 ) .  (3) 
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (3) is a prediction term. When an estimate 
s j -1 is given at time tj_ 1, it predicts an estimate at time tj as 
gjli-1 = Ajgj-1. 
In fact, it can be proven that 8j/j--1 is an optimal estimate in the sense of minimum mean-square 
error, when one only has data Yl,Y2,.. . ,Yj-1 in hand [19]. As soon as a new observation yj 
at time tj is available, one is then able to correct he initial prediction. From the observation 
equation 
yj  = H js j  +v  j ,  
one would expect he observation value at time tj to be Hj~j/j_I. An error in the prediction is 
reflected by an error ~j in this expected observation value. Hence, 
~j "= y j  -- n j s j /3 -1  = yj  - HjAj ' J j -1.  
We define a weighting matrix Gj and assume that the Kalman estimate is a linear combination 
of the prediction and the weighted prediction error. In this way, the estimate ~j is given by 
8j = 8 j / j -1  + V j  (y j  -- n j s j / j _ l )  .~- Aj'J j-1 + Gj (yj - H jA js j -1 )  . 
This equation is called a prediction-correction f rmula. Gj is a Kalman gain matrix which will 
be determined so that the mean-square error E[(sj - ~j)T (sj --gj)] is minimized. Define an error 
covariance matrix by 
then, 
r ~j)T -i tr (e~)= E [(~ - (s~ - ~) J ,  
where tr(Pj) means the trace of matrix P~. Hence, an optimal estimation problem in terms of 
the minimum mean-square error is to find Gj such that 
a~ = 0.; = (s) 
where 
o = ~j/~-i + 05 (yj - H j~j / j _ I ) .  
By solving (5), we obtain the following Kalman iterative formula: 
P#I#-I = A~P~_IA~ + E~, 
Gj  T T -~ = P~Ij_~H~ (H~Pj/j_~Hj + n~) , 
Pj = Pj/ j - I  - GjHjPj/ j -1. 
(s) 
The prediction-correction formula (3) and the iterative formula (6) construct a Kalman filter. 
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3.2. The Limiting Property of Kahnan Filter 
Consider a stationary system 
sj+l = Asj + w, (7) 
yj = Hsj  + v, 
where A, H are stationary and the probability distributions of w and v do not change with time. 
It is well known [4,17] that such a system has an important limiting property: if the system 
satisfies the condition of "complete controllability and observability," then the error covariance 
matrix Pj converges to a limiting matrix P with a geometric rate, where P is a positive definite 
matrix. Consequently, the Kalman gain matrix Gj converges to a limit G. In this case, one can 
arbitrarily choose an initial state estimate Sl and set P1 = aI,  with a >> 0. 
REMARK 3.1. Note that the error covariance matrix Pj (or tr(Pj), more precisely) provides a 
measurement for the estimation error. The limiting property, in fact, tells us that for a stationary 
system (under some conditions), the estimation error will tend to a constant level. In our case, 
the proposed scheme requires the estimation error to tend to zero. This issue will be discussed 
in Section 5. 
Notice that Kalman filtering techniques always work on a noisy dynamic model. The challenge 
we face here is to build such a dynamic model for our purpose. 
4. A DYNAMIC  MODEL ON NEWTON EQUATION 
In Section 2, the Newton equation (1) was used to find a direction of movement. As mentioned 
before, this equation is similar to an observation equation. To make it more clear, denote 
A 0 0 ] ~ dx k ] ~ b k - Ax k ] 
Hk= 0 A T I J, s'= l~d' I, v'= l~'-A~.'-z'l. (8) 
z" o x" I dz~ J Lu~+,e- xkz'e J
Then, equation (1) becomes 
yk =Hksk, 
where 
~' = ~,o ~+ g. 
Obviously, 
L ~k+~e - xkZke 0 
The reason the third component of ~f~ is zero is that the third element of yk, i.e., I~k+le- xkzke ,  
is deterministic. 
Since yk is stochastic, s k must be stochastic. It is well known that H k is nonsingular when A 
has full rank and xk and zk are generated by the primal-dual path following algorithm [20]. 
Hence, 
,,= (n , ) - l y ,=  (Hk) -' (~ +~) 
is well defined. We let 
k --1 k So k=(Hk) - lyo  k and e~=(H)  //~, 
," = ~o' + 6.'. 
then, 
In this way, 
~' = ~'s" = ~' (,'o + W')-' ~) = x's'o + ~',. (9) 
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This equation is nothing but an observation equation, where yk is the observation vector, s0 k
the state vector to be estimated, and/f~ the observation oise. The superscript k represents the 
iteration number of the infeasible-interior-point algorithm. Note that according to the scheme 
proposed in Section 2, a Kalman filtering process is embedded in the infeasible-interior-point 
algorithm. We use a subscript j as an index of the filtering process. Then, a corresponding 
equation is given by 
yk = Hkskj + 5u~" (10) 
Notice that during the filtering process within a particular k th iteration, H k is a stationary 
matrix. 
Since the filtering process is used to filter out the noise and to obtain a stable direction of 
movement for the k th iteration of the infeasible-interior-point algorithm, we may omit the super- 
script k when we focus on the filtering process in a particular iteration. To simplify the notations, 
we use vj for 6~j and sj for s0kj. Then, (10) becomes 
yj = Hsj + vj. 
Another simple but crucial observation is that during the filtering process, the state s, which 
is the direction of movement (dx, dw, dz), is static. Moreover, the system noise physically does 
not exist [6]. Hence, the state transition equation becomes 
8j+ 1 = 8j. 
Therefore, we have derived a linear dynamic model based on the Newton equation (1) 
8j+l = 8j, yj = HSj + vj, (11) 
where the noise term is 
[ ~bj ] 
Defining Rj as the covariance matrix of vj, we have 
0 Rcj , 
0 
where Rbj ~- CoV(~bj, ~bj) and Rcj = Cov(/fcj, 6c j) are positive definite matrices. Since the last 
n diagonal entries of Rj are zeros, Rj is a nonnegative definite matrix. When we apply Kalman 
filtering techniques to this dynamic model, the nonnegativity of Rj may result in a nonpositive 
error covariance matrix Pj (see [17, Chapter 6]). Consequently, the trace of matrix Pj becomes 
tr(Pj) > 0. Note that by the definition of Pj, tr(Pj) is the mean-square error. Hence, we may 
end up with a zero estimation error of the state vector before reaching the true value. 
One way to overcome this potential problem is to construct an artificial n-vector sequence 
{mj = (mj l , . . .  ,mjn) I mj~ > 0, for i -- 1, . . .  ,n} and use its components o replace the last n 
zero diagonal entries of Rj. At time t j, mj is designed to be a linear function of the first m + n 
diagonal elements of Pj. In practice, we simply choose 
m+n 
, ,  __1  k = 1,2, . . . ,n,  mjk = m+n 
i=l 
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where rajk is the k th component of mj and Pj(i, i) is the ith diagonal entry of Pj. Such a 
modification will prevent the first m+n diagonal entries of Pa from reaching zeros before sufficient 
information is obtained. Then, we have 
Rj = Rcj 0 , 
0 
where M i is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the components of mj. In this way, 
Rj will remain positive definite before the first m + n diagonal entries of Pj tend to zeros. 
Now, we can apply the Kalman filter to the dynamic model. In this way, the prediction- 
correction formula, i.e., equation (5) becomes 
~j = sj-1 + Gj (yj - H~j-1) • (12) 
Correspondingly, equation (6) reduces to 
Pj = (I - G in )  Pj-1, 
Gj = P j_ IH T (HP j - IH  T + R j ) - I .  (13) 
Note that the linear dynamic model described by equation (11) is simple and special, in which 
the state transition matrix is an identical matrix I and the system noise does not exist. Fur- 
thermore, the observation matrix H is stationary and nonsingular. Due to the simplicity and 
speciality of the model, we can get stronger limiting results. 
5. NEW RESULTS OF THE L IMIT ING PROPERTY 
As mentioned in Section 3.2, for a general stationary system, the sequence of error covariance 
matrix {Pj} tends to a limit P, which is a positive definite matrix. Since P is positive definite, 
tr(P) > 0 (see [17, Lemma 5]). Note that tr(P) is the limiting mean-square error. We know 
the limiting estimation error is larger than zero and becomes uncontrollable when tr(P) > 0. 
Consequently, the Kalman estimate is unstable. To obtain a stable estimate, the estimation error 
has to tend to zero. 
Moreover, for the dynamic model described by equation (11), i.e., 
Sj+l = sj, yj = Hsj  + vj, 
since the noise of observation is not stationary, i.e., Rj is not steady, there is no guarantee that 
{Pj} converges. Therefore, we have to study the limiting issue more closely. 
5.1. Technical Lemmas 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let A and B be n × n matrices. When the matrix (A - B) is positive definite, 
we say (A - B) >- 0 or A ~- B. Similarly, if matrix (A - B) is nonnegative definite, we say 
(A -B)  ~-Oor A ~- B. 
LEMMA 5.2. MATRIX INVERSION LEMMA. Let 
[All AI ] 
A= LA21 A22J" 
HAI l  e R '*x'* and A22 E R mxm are nonsingular such that (An  - A12A22-1A21) and (A22 - 
A21Axl-X Am ) are nonsingular, then A is nonsingular with 
A_x= [AII*+ A'{iA12(A22- A21A'fllA12)-IA21A'{11 -A-{lIA12(A22- A21AlilA,2) -1] 
-(A22 - A21AlllA12)-1A21All 1 -1 -1 (A22 - A21All AI~) 
[ (An - A12A~#A21) -1 -(Alx - Ax~A~A~l)- lA12A2~ -1 ] 
[ -A~A21(A11-  A1~A~#A21) -  A~ 1 + A~A2I (A11-  A12A~2*A21)-IA12A~ 1 J" 
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In particular, 
(A1 , -  AluA2~'A2I) -a = A'{: + AI:A,2 (A2u- A21AllA12) -1A21A11, (14) 
and 
A-{)A12 (A22 - A21A'{lXAa2) - '  = (Alx - Ax2A~2XA2,) -1A12A#. (15) 
PROOF. Simply check that AA -a = I. 
For positive real numbers a and b, if a > b, we have 1/a < 1/b. Generally, this property is not 
true in matrix theory. But similar properties hold for positive definite matrices in the sense of 
Definition 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. I rA is an n x n symmetric and positive definite matrix, so is A -1. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let A and B be n x n positive definite matrices. IrA >- B, then B -1 >- A -1. 
5.2. L imi t ing  Analys is  of  the Er ror  Covar iance Mat r ix  
Consider the dynamic model described by equation (11) with Cov(vj,vj) = Rj )- {~, for all j ,  
and H is nonsingular. 
THEOREM 5.5. When the Kalman filtering process is applied to equation (11), if the given initial 
error covariance matrix Po >- ~, then Pj >- 0, /or all j. Furthermore, {Pj } is a monotonically 
decreasing sequence in the sense of Definition 5.1. 
PROOF. From the Kalman iterative formula equation (13), we have 
Pj = (I - GjH) Pj-1 
= Pj-1 - P j - IH T (HPj - IH T + Rj) -1HPj-1 
= H-1Hpj-1 - H - IHp j - IH  T (HPj-xH T + Rj) -1 HPj-1 
= H -1 ( I -  HP3_I HT (HPj_I HT -~- Rj) -1) HPj-1 
= .--1 ( .p j_ IHT [(HPj_IHT) -1 - (HPj_IHT -I- Rj)--I])"Pj-1 
---- P j -1HT [(HPj- IHT) -1 -  (HPj - IH T + Rj) -1] HPj-1. 
By Lemma 5.4, we have 
(HP _IH ) -1  _ (HPj_IH • + 
By induction, we have Pj ~- 0, for all j. Moreover, from the second equation in the above 
expression of Pj, we have 
Pj-1 - Pj = P j - IH  Ir (HP j - IH  T + Rj) -1HP j -1  >- 0. 
Consequently, Pj-I >- Pj. 
Note that similar results hold for a more general system 
I 
8j+1 : 8j, yj = HjSj + vj, (16) 
with Coy (vj,vj) = Rj ~- 0 and Hj is nonsingular, for all j. 
COROLLARY 5.6. For system (16), if Po >- 0, then Pj ~- 0, for all j, and {Pj} is a monotonically 
decreasing sequence. 
PROOF. Simply replace H by Hj in the proof of Theorem 5.5. 
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THEOREM 5.7. When the Kalman filtering process is applied to equation (11), the sequence { Pj } 
converges to a null limiting matrix P = 0. Consequently, {Gj } a/so tends to a null matrix. 
PROOF. For any y E R n, y ~ 0, consider the sequence {yTPj9 }. By Theorem 5.5, we know 
T Pj-1 - Pj ~- 0. Hence, yr(P j_  1 - Pj)y > 0, or y P j - lY  > yXpjy > 0. Therefore, {yrp jy} 
is monotonically decreasing and bounded below by zero. Consequently, {yXpjy} converges to a 
limit. Now, choose y = Yl as a vector with all components being zero except he i th component 
being one, i.e., YI = [0, 0 , . . . ,  0 ,1 ,  0 , . . . ,  0]. From the previous analysis, {YTpjYl} converges 
i 
to a limit, as j tends to oo. Note that x Yl PjYl = Pj(i, i), where Pj(i,i) denotes the ith diagonal 
element of Pj. Hence, {Pj(i, i)} converges to a limit, say, pii, i.e., 
Pj ( i, i) = Y[ PjYl --* Pii, as j ,oo. 
Next, choose y = Y2 as a vector with all elements being zero except he ith and the jth components 
being ones, i.e., Y2 = [0,.. . ,  0, 1~,  0 , . . . ,  0 ,~1,0 , . . . ,  0]. Similarly, we know 
i j 
T {y2 PJy } ={PAi, i)+ Pj(j,j) + 2pj(i,j)} 
tends to a limit, say qii. Since 
Pj(i,i)---*p~i and P j ( j , j )~p j j ,  
Pj( i , j )  must tend to a limit Pij, where 
1 
Pij = ~ (qij - Pii - Pjj) . 
Since i and j are arbitrary, we know Pj tends to a matrix P, as j ~ oo. Consequently, the matrix 
equation Pj = Pj-1 - P j - IHr  (HP j - IH  "r + R) - IHP j -1  becomes 
P = P -  PH x (HPH -r + R) -1HP,  as Pj ----, P. 
Therefore, 
PH "r (HPH "r + R) - I  HP  = 0. (17) 
Now, if P ~ 0, then we can find y E R n+m+n, y ¢ 0, such that y~ = HPy  ~ O. Since 
(HPH T + R) -1 is positive definite, we have 
yXPH-r (HPH x + R)-l gPy=y 'T (HPH v + R) - ly  ' >0.  
On the other hand, from equation (17), we have 
yTpHT (HPH "r + R) -1 HPy  = yTOy = O. 
This causes a contradiction. Thus, P = 0. Also for equation (13), we see Gj is a continuous 
function of Pj and Gj tends to a null matrix. | 
Note that the above proof has nothing to do with the stationarity of H and R, hence, we can 
extend the results of Theorem 5.5 to the nonstationary s stem described by equation (16). 
COROLLARY 5.8. For system (16), the error covariance matrix sequence {Pj } tends to a limit 
P = 0. Consequently, Gj tends to G = 0. 
REMARK 5.9. By definition 
tr (Pj) = E [(~j - sj) T (~j - s j )] ,  
therefore, 
(Pj --* 0) ==~ (tr (Pj) --* 0) ==~ ((~ - sj) T (~j - sj) --* 0) .  
The fact of the square error tends to zero implies that the Kalman estimate will eventually reach 
the true value So of the state s in the mode of quadratic mean [9], i.e., ~j q:-~" So, as j --* oo. 
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6. AN ON-LINE ALGORITHM 
In this section, we propose an on-line algorithm, which is a realization of Scheme 2.2 described 
in Section 2. Basically, the algorithm integrates the Kalman filter into the infeasible-interior-point 
method. In each iteration of the infeasible-interior-point method, we build a dynamic model based 
on the Newton equation for finding a direction of movement. Then, Kalman filtering techniques 
are applied to this model to filter out the noise for obtaining a stable direction of movement. 
We use the notations Ad and Q+ as defined in Section 2, and set parameters ec > 0 and 
ein > 0 to control the complementary slackness and the primal and dual infeasibility, respec- 
tively. We also generate a decreasing sequence {ee k > 0} to control the estimation error of the 
Kalman filter. Starting with an initial point (x 1, wl, zl) in Ad, the algorithm generates a sequence 
{(x k, w k, zk)} which stays in Ad and eventually reaches an e-optimal solution of the (true value) 
linear program (Pt) and its dual program (Dr) in the mode of quadratic mean. 
The tolerance parameter ee k > 0 is used to control the precision level of getting an estimated 
direction of movement at the k th iteration. Instead of obtaining an exact direction of movement 
s k = (dx k, dw k, dzk) -r, we now have an estimate ~k = (dx k, dw k, dzk)T. Consequently, an 
"estimate" 
~)k = Hk~k (18) 
is obtained. From the definition 
F bk - Axk ] 
yk= Ick_ATw k_z  kJ , 
L# k+le -- xkZke  
we can estimate bk and c k by considering 
~k = ~)k + Arw k + z k , (19) 
~k XkZk  e _ #k+l e 
where 5k is the difference between the third rows of ?)k and yk. 
In this way, at the k th iteration, a direction of movement is obtained from the following Newton 
equation: 
0 A T I ~ =-  | ATw k-t-z ~-&k . 
Z k 0 X k dz k j kxkz% - ~k+le - 6 k 
Note that since b and c are stochastic, in general, the estimates ~k ¢ ~l and ~k 7~ gl, for k ~ I. 
Such variation may affect he global convergence of an infeasible-interior-point algorithm. Hence, 
it needs be tightly controlled. 
To reduce the effect of variation, we perturb the Newton equation by choosing 1 >/~ > 0 and 
consider 
° o : _  
Z k 0 X k Ldzk XkZ%--#k+le  
Correspondingly, we have 
I |dw k | = - (1 - ~)(Arw k + z k - ~)  . (20) 
Zk Xk L dz k J XkZke - #k+le -- (1 --/3)5 k 
We shall show how the perturbation factor (1 - ~) works in the next section. Moreover, we 
shall show the algorithm reaches an e-optimal solution. Here, an e-optimal solution is a solution 
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(x k, w k, zk), for given ec, ei., and e, which satisfies that (zk)  T z k <__ ~-c, [lAx k -b°[[ _< ~in, [IATwk + 
Z k -- c0il < ein, and [[(c°)Tx k -- (c°)Tx*]l < e, where x* is an optimal solution to the true value 
problem (Pt). 
We now state our on-line algorithm and prove its convergence in the next section. 
Algorithm 6.1 
Step O: Choose perturbation parameters/3,/3c, j3' fl~, tolerance parameters 6in, e~n, ec, and real 
numbers ~/, w, 71, 72, and 0 such that 1 > j3~c >/3c >/3' >/3 > 0, ein/2 _> e[~ > 0, ec > O, 
7/>>0, w>>0,1>7~>0,72>0,  and l>0>0.  
Step 1: Start with an initial point: 
(X 1,w 1,z 1) = a(e,O,e) E J~, 
where a >> 0. Let k ,-- 1 and go to Step 3. 
and if Step 2: For given tolerance parameters ein ec, 
xk) T zk <-- ~c, Ax k bk t Z k t - - -<~in,  II ATe 'k+ -~ l l -<~. ,  
1 ~/ (Hkpj(Hk)T)< , 1 -~ tr _ Oein ,
or 
II(xk,zk)lll > 
STOP! 
Otherwise, go to next step. 
Step 3: At the k th iteration, assign ~k+l  = /~c((Xk)Tzk)/n.  
Step 3.0: Start with an arbitrary initial estimate sl and an initial error covariance matrix 
P1 = a I ,  with a >> 0. Let j ~ 1. 
Step 3.1: Apply Kalman filtering techniques to the dynamic model described by 
equation i l l ) :  
8j+ 1 : 8j,  
yi = Hks~ + v~, 
where 
[A 0 01 [ ,1 Axk' ] H k= 0 A T I , y j=  (1 - /~) (c j -ATw k-z  k) , 
Z k 0 X k ~k+le  -- xkZke  
sj is the jth estimation of the direction of movement (dx k, dw k, dzk), vj is the obser- 
vation noise with known covariance matrix Rj = E[vj,v~], bj, and cj are the jth 
observations of b and c in the k th iteration of the infeasible-interior-point method. 
Step 3.2: Generate ~ > 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . .  
• If k = 1, plug ~j into the right-hand-side of equation (18) and obtain bj, ci, and 6 i
as the left-hand-side of equation (19) and choose e I > 0 such that 
e] < min f l ,  (~; - Zc)ec - (1 - ~)e} 
(& - Z')(c - (1 - Z)~} &(1 - 71)~o - (1 - Z )~ ] 
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- If (1/(1 - I~))x/tr(HIpj(H1) T) > e}, go to Step 3.3. 
1 ~ el , compute ~1, ~1 61 - Otherwise, assign p1 ~_ pj, gl ~ gj, ee 
according to equations (18) and (19), and go to Step 4. 
• Otherwise (k > 1), plug }j into the right-hand-side of equation (18) and obtain bj, 
~j, and 5j as the left-hand-side of equation (19) and choose e~ > 0 such that 
~j < .~-1 min{llAx k - bjH, H A T wk + zk - 5jl[}(~' -/~), 
where 
k-1 
~,k-1 ~ ee 
min{HAx k-1 -/~k-1]l ' I IATw k -1  + z k -1  _ ek-l[I}( ~' -- ~)" 
- If (1/(1 - ~))x/tr(HkPj(Hk) y) > e~, go to Step 3.3. 
- Otherwise, 
• If 
Ilbj - l'k-all -< ~,  I1~/- ek-lll --- ~ ,  and 
k 
5/(i) 71el-5 < e_L for i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
- -~-  / -- r t '  
assign pk ~__ p/, ~/¢ ~_ g/, eek +_ e~, compute ~a, ~k, 5 k according to 
equations (18) and (19), and go to Step 4 where dfS(i ) is the ith component of 6 5. 
• Otherwise, 
• If l ib/ -  b~-lll <- (1/2)e~, I1~/- c/-111 -< (1/2)e~, 1165 - 5/-111 _< (1/2)e k, assign 
k- 1 e k, compute ~k- 1, ~k- 1, 5k- x according to 
equations (18) and (19), let k ~ k - 1 and go to Step 4. 
• Otherwise, go to Step 3.3. 
Step 3.3: Take observations of b and c, namely, bj+l and C/+l, apply the prediction- 
correction formula (12) and the Kalman iterative formula (13) to update Kalman gain 
matrix Gj and the error covariance matrix P/, and to obtain a new estimate of the 
direction of movement ~j+l. Set 
Gj+I = P in  "r (HP jH r + Rj+I) -1, 
Pj+I = (I - Gj+IH) Pj, 
gj+l = g /+ G3+l (y~+~ - H~j).  
Let j ~ j + 1, go to Step 3.2. 
S tep  4: Choose a step-length ak _> 0 to be the maximum of all c~ _< 1 such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(xk -[" otk ~xk, wk q- o~k ~wwk, zk -I- otk ~zk ) e J~, 
A T (Wk- l -otk~k) -~- (gk-.~otk~gk) --~ k'Fi <_ (X--olk(1--/~t)) [[ATwkq-zk--ckll , 
where (dx ~, dw k, dz~) T = g~. Let 
xk+ 1 ..~ X k -~- Ot k ~X k, 
W k+l ~ W k"4"Ot k~ww k,
Z k+l ~ Z k-~Ot k~z k, 
and k ~ k + 1, go to Step 2. 
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7. GLOBAL CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we show that Algorithm 6.1 terminates in a finite number of iterations in the 
t mode of quadratic mean for any given ec > 0, ein/2 >_ ein > 0, and w >> 0. Furthermore, we prove 
that the algorithm converges to an e-optimal solution of the '%rue value" problem. 
7.1. F in i te  Terminat ion  
Let (x k, w k, z k) be a sequence generated by the infeasible-interior-point method. We use [[ • [[1 
to represent the/1-norm and []. [[ for/2-norm. Kojima, Megiddo and Mizuno [7] showed that if 
3 k, such that [l(x I¢, zk)[[1 > w, then the linear programming problem is infeasible in a certain 
wide region. While our algorithm is slightly modified from theirs, the same argument works here. 
Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that [[(x k, zk)[[1 _< w, for all k. 
We shall prove the finite termination property by contradiction, i.e., we assume that the algo- 
rithm never stops, and derive a contradiction. In this way, we assume that 
II(~k,z'~)ll~ _< ~ and (xk)T zk ~ £c (21) 
hold for k = 1, 2 , . . . .  Therefore, the sequence {(x k, w k, zk)} stays in a compact set 
.M* = {(x,w,z)e.A4 I xTz >_ ec and II(x,z)ll, <w}, 
where J~4 is a neighborhood ofthe central path as defined in Section 2. Since the direction of move- 
ment determined from the Newton equation (20) is continuous with respect to (x k, w k, z k) 6 J~4*, 
it is uniformly bounded over the compact set JPI*. Hence, we can find y > 0 such that for all k, 
dxf d4 - 71 (dXk)nT dz ~ _< ~ and (dxk) T dz ~ -< '7, (22) 
where dx~ is the ith component of dx k and dz~ the ith component of dz ~, 1 > 71 > 0 a factor 
used to determine the neighborhood ]~4. 
From the Newton equation (20), we further have 
- ( ) Adx ~ --  - (1  - 8 )  Ax  k - bk , (23)  
A T ~ + d-~ = -(1 - 8) (AT~ k + ~k _ ~k), (241 
Z ~ ~ + X k ~ = -XkZ% + .k+le + (1 - 8)~ k. (25) 
Applying e T on the both sides of (25) and noting that #k+l = 8¢((xk)Tzk)/n, we have 
(zk)~ dx~ + (xk)T dz~ = _ (1 - 8c) (~)~ z ~ + (1 - 8 )e~ k (26) 
In Step 3.2 of Algorithm 6.1, we introduced the term (1/(1 - 8))x/tr(HkPk(Hk) T) as a mea- 
surement of estimation error. In fact, from the definition 
: 
we have 
Since 
 kpk ( k)T = E -- -- *)}T]. 
(i - 8 ) (b  ° - Ax k) ] 
H~s ~ = yk - ,~  = (I - ~) (e - A~ ~ - ~)  | 
~k+l e _ XkZke J 
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and 
we know 
Consequently, 
Hk~k:  [ (1 - /3 )  (~k _ ATw ~ _ z ~) 
/~k+~e -- X~Z~e + (1 -/3)6 ~ 
Hks k _Hk§k= (1 -/3) (c o - ~)  | 
(1 -/3)~k J 
(1 1/3) 2 tr (HkP  k (Hk) T) = b ° -~k : + IIc o _ ~1¢]1 ~ + 116kll~, 
where II~II~ = ~ -  
Note that if (1/(1 - fl))x/tr(HkPk(Hk) T) <_ e a e, we have 
b° E k k - ~ -< ~, II c ° -~ l l~-< ~, 
Since b and c are normal processes, }k must be normal. 
k 
Consequently, the estimate ~k is 
normal. On the other hand, by the limiting property derived in Section 4, we have 
(tr (P j )~0)=~ ( (s j -  ~j) T ( s j -  ~ j )~0) .  
Therefore, from the definition of b, (bj -bj)T(b# -b j )  ~ 0, i.e., the normal distribution of bj will 
decay to a fixed point as j tends to infinity. 
Based on this property, we can claim that for a generated ee kwith IIb°-bkllE < ee k, and ee k is small 
enough, then by choosing Sk and ~k+l repeatedly, the corresponding probability P{llb k -~k+l H -> 
ee ~} will tend to zero. The same argument can be used for the cases of ~ and 6 k. 
Based on this argument, we shall prove the sequence generated by Algorithm 6.1 is globally 
convergent. 
THEOREM 7.1. Given 1 > /3 ~ >/3 > O, we can find a step-length c~ k and tolerance 1 > eke > 0 
such that, for k = 1,2,. . . ,  
IAxk+l--~k+l <_ ( l _a  k(1-/3' ) )  Ax k -~k  , 
II A~+'  + ~+~ -~+~II < (1 -~  (~ -/3')) I[A~ ~ + z ~ - ~II. 
PROOF. Since 
Axk+1 _ ~k+1 = Ax  k + aA  dx ~'~ - D k + ~k _ fik+1 = (I - a (1 -/3)) (Ax k - b~) + ~k _ ~k+l, 
then 
Based on the previously mentioned argument, we can choose some realizations of gk and ~k+1 
such that 
~ _ ~k+11 < ~ 
with probability one. Furthermore, by choosing a step-length a such that 
eek (27) 
~ >- I Axe_ ~k I(/3,-/3 )' 
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we have 
we have 
(1 -a (1 - /3 ) )  IAxk--bk +eke_<(1--a(1--ff)) IAxk--bk I. 
Similarly, by choosing a step-length 
(28) 
k _< (1--a(1 f~'))llAT~ ~ + zk-e' ll. (30) (1 - a (1  - f~)) I IA  Tw k + z k -c~[I + ee 
Then, choose a ~ as 
. k  = e~ (31) 
min{ Axk-b k , IIATw I¢ + zk -ek l l} (# ' - f0 '  
both inequalities (28) and (30) hold. | 
Now we consider the complementary slackness issue. At each iteration, we want to choose a 
step-length a such that the inequality 
(X k''~-Ozd~) T (X k-Jr-Ot~x k) ~ (1 - -O l (1 - -~ 'c ) ) (xk )Tz  k (32) 
holds and the sequence {(xk,w k, zk)} stays in the neighborhood ~t,  as required in Step 4 of 
Algorithm 6.1, i.e., 
k k > "{1 (xk)T Zk 
Xi Zi _ - - ,  
n 
(xk )  T zk ~__ 72 Ax k - $k , 
(X k) Tzk ~ 72 [IATw k + z k - akll, 
1 > "/1 > 0, for i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
Ax k ~ 1 > 72 > 0, or _ ~k ~ 5in, 
or 11,4T  + zk -e" l l  < ' Gi n • 
With this in mind, we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 7.2. Given t3c and l~c with 1 > 13' c > 13c > O, there exists a positive step-length (~*, 
which is independent of the index k, such that 
(x k +a*  d~)  T (z k + a* ~z  k) _< (1 -  a* (1 -  fie))(xa) T zk ' 
( x k + a* dx k, w k + a* dw k, z k + a* e ]v[. 
PROOF. Define real-value quadratic functions h, gl, g2, and fi (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) as follows: 
~--.k -.--.k --7--!1 xk+adx k zk+a~z k , i=1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
(33) 
e~ (29) 
a > IIATwk + z~ - ~kll (~' - f~)' 
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In this way, the requirements (32)-(35) can be expressed as 
h(a) ~ 0, (34) 
g~(a) > 0, i = 1,2, (35) 
fi(a) > 0, i = 1,2,...,n. (36) 
S ince  
h(o~)~(1--a(1--13~c))(Xk)'rzk-- (Xk-I-O~Xk)X (Zk +~Z k) 
---- (1-- ~ (1-- /5~c)) (xk)Tzk--[(xk)Tzk+O~((xk) T dz"'~+(Zk) T ~X~)+a2 (~xk) T ~Z ~] 
o,1 : (1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 8") )  
! k O~2}7, (37) _> a (&  - ~) ~ - a ( I  - 8 )  ~ - 
~1(o~_-(~÷~) ~ (~÷~)-;~ (~÷o~)-~+, 
:> (xk)Tzk-}-OL[(xk)T~zk.-b(zk) T ~X k] ..t-oL2(dx"~)Tdz'-k-,'y2(1-0t(1-/~')) Axk_b k 
_ .-----~ T ~ Ax k _ (1_~ (z_Zo)) (x~)T ~+~(~-Z)  e~ + ~ (~)  a~k-  7~ (Z -~(1-~ ' ) )  -$~ 
> (1 - ~ (1 - ~) )  (x~)~ z ~ - (1 - ~ (1 - 8 ' ) )  (~)~ z ~ - ~ (1 - 8 )  ~ - ~2~ 
a2~, (38) > a (,~c - /~ ' )  ec - a (1 - ~') e e - 
~/~ +o [¢~/• ~z~ +/~ • ~] +o~ (~)~ _ " - " -  dz  k - -  72  (1 - a (1 - ,5"))  
× I IA '~,  k + ~" _ek l l  
- (z - ,~ (1 - 8° ) )  (~'~)"  z k + o~ (1 - 8)~"-~'~ + 0, 2 (~)"  " -  -  dz  ~ - 72 (1 - a (1 - /3 ' ) )  
× IIATw ~ + z~-~11 
(1 -a(1 --/~c))(~rk)Tz k -- (1 -a(1 -/3'))(xk)Tz k a(1 -/3)% 
> a (8° - 8') ec - ~ (1 - 8) ~ - ~2n, 
and 
k k ( .--k k~k)  .---k~k = x~ z i + a x~ dz~ + z i dx~ + a 2 dx~ dz i 
k k k k (1-/3) 6~ +a 2dx idz i  =x~z~-a  x i z~-8  n 
(39) 
(40) 
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= - -  + c~(l - ~)6 k + c~ 2 
n 
= - -  Xi Zi - -  ") '1 (40) cont. 
(--k--k ~1 (d~)T ~zk) -}- O/~cr~ (1 -- '~1)(xk) T zk -~- (~(1 -/~) [6 k - -~e T6 k] + o, 2 dx, dz, - n 
_> ~ (1 - ~1)~ ~(1 - ~)~ _ c~%. 
By choosing 
°**=rain{ l'(~'c-~c)ec-(1-~)el~l ' (f~c - f~') ec - (1 - f~)e l~/  ' ]~c (1 - V1) ec -- (1-f~)ee* } n ~ /  , (41) 
1 satisfying with e e 
1 £e 
min { Ax 1 _~1 , IIATwl + Z 1 _~111 } (~,_ f~) 
< min {1, (fie' - ~c)ec- (1-~)ee* ()3c - f f )ec-  (1-l~)ee* l~c(1 - -~'1)ec- (1-l~)ee 1 } 
} , , 
(42) 
we have h(c~*) _> 0, gi(c~*) >_ 0, i = 1,2, and f/(a*) > 0 i = 1,2, . . .  ,n. 
Note that we select e~ such that 
k<Vk- lmin{  Ax k ~k fo rk>2,  (43) 
(~e  - -  - -  ' - -  
where k-1 ~k-1 __~ ~e 
min{ Ax k-1 __~)k--1 , [IATwk-I+ zk-, _~-111}(/~,_#1' 
and ee 1 satisfies (44). Then from (45), we have 
(44) 
mi~{I ~* -~,  IIATw k -[-- zk -- (~kII} (~' - ~) 
~e k-I < 
- min { Ax k-' _~k-1 , IlATwk-1 + Zk-, _~k-lll } (B,_B)" 
Moreover, from Theorem 7.2, 
therefore, we have e~ < ee k-t,  i.e., {e~} is a nonincreasing sequence. Then from (44) and (45), we 
have 
min { A~ -b~ , I IA~ + ~ -~11} (~,-  
< min ~'I, (/~ - l~c) ec - ( I  -/~)ek (tic-/~') ec --(1 --/~)(e k /~c (I -- "}'k) ec --(1 -- l~)e~ "[ 
- L ~ ' ~/ ' ~'~" J " 
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Now by choosing 
a k = min ~1,  ( f~ - #c)  ec - (1 - #)e~ 
( 
Theorem 7.1 holds and we see 
Consequently, 
Finally, if 
(~k)T Z k < e~, 
with probability one, we have 
(Be  - # ' )  ec - ( I  - #)Qk  
a k >_ c~*, for k = 1,2, . . . .  
(xk) T z k < (1 - a* (1 - ~*e)) k-1 (x') T Z 1. 
/Yc (1 - 71) ec - (1 - #)%k ] ,  
Ax k -  b k <_ ' Gin , I[aWw k + z k -W'l[ _< e~., 
1 I t  ( ) ' 1-~ r HkP  k (Hk)  T <0Can, 
_ b o Ax  ~ __ [ ~)k t ' < Gin. iiAx,, _ bOll = Ax k gk + $k _ < gk + _ b o < Gi n + Gi n __  
(45) 
Note that the right-hand side of inequality (47) converges to zero, as k tends to c¢. This contra- 
dicts the assumption that, for all k, (xk)Tz k >_ ec. Therefore, we have shown that Algorithm 6.1 
terminates in finite iterations. 
7.2 .  E -Opt ima l  So lu t ion  
Now we show that Algorithm 6.1 indeed provides an E-optimal solution. First, we denote the 
feasible domains of problem (Pt) and its dual (Dt) as 
Sl = { x E Rn l Ax  = b °, x_>0},  
$2 = {(w,z) e R m+" I A rw+z = c o , z >_ 0}. 
For the solution (£, z0, 2) = (x k, w k, z k) provided by Algorithm 6.1, which satisfies 
£T~, < ec ' 
I IA~- b°ll _< *in (46)  
llAT  + _ c011 _< Gin. 
We want to show that, for any given e > 0, by properly choosing ee > 0 and Gin > 0, (£, z0, 2) 
is an E-optimal solution in the sense that II(c°)T£ - (c°)Tx*[I < e and II(b°)T~ -- (b°)Tw*ll < e, 
where (x*, w*, z*) is an optimal solution to problems (Pt) and (Dr). 
Note that if (£, ~, %,) is feasible to (Pt) and (Dr), the proof is trivial. Hence, we only consider 
the infeasible case. 
i[A-rwk + z k _cO[I = IIATw ~ + ? _~ + ~k _coil 
t : < <_ ]IATw k + z ~ -ekl[ + II ~k -c° l l  _< Gin "+ein Gin. 
In fact, if 0 is small enough, we have reason to believe that we can find a realization ~k such that 
II ~k -b°  II <- ' Actually, we can choose ~k repeatedly, until the distance between the estimations E in  • 
is small enough, since the probability p{l]~k _ bOll > e~n} tends to zero. Similarly, we have 
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LEMMA 7.3.  
found satisfying lie - xt][ <_ et, for IIAe - b°ll < Gin- 
PROOF. Define a measure 
HAlle = max IIAe - Axll 
=es, I l e - z l l  
For any x • St, x # e, and b ° = Ax --/: Ae,  since e is infeasible. Moreover, we see 
IlAe - Azll I laz - b°ll 
0 < IIAIIt = max - max < +oo. 
=es, l i e -  zll =es, l i e -  xll 
Let 
Consequently, 
then 
Given e ¢ S1 and any E1 > O, there exists Gin > 0, such that an x t • Sl can be 
x t = arg  max I IAe  - Axl l  
=es, Ile-xll ' 
IIAIle = IIAe - Axell 
lie - xell 
IIAIle l ie - =*11 = II ae  - A='[I = II Ae  - b°ll -< , , . .  
Choose Gin = IIAIleeI. Then, for InAe - b°ll _< ~in,  we have lie - xtll <_ ca. m 
Similarly, we can prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.4. Given e2 > O, there exists Gin > 0 SUCh that an (wt, z t) • ~2 can be found satisfying 
l ie - well < e2, for I IATe + 2, - c°ll _< ~in.  
PROOF. Define 
I IATe  + z--ATw-t- znl 
IIAIIv = max 
o,,,z)es, II(e,2,) - (w,z) l l  
Since (e ,  2,) is infeasible, for all ( w , z) • 82, ( w k, z k) # ( w , z ), and ATe+2,  # A T w + z. Moreover, 
from Aw + z = c °, for all (w, z) • $2, we have 
o < IIAIle, = max 
(w,z)eS2 
Let 
then 
Consequently, 
ii ATe  + 2, -- ATw + 41 
II(e, 2,) - (w, z)ll 
] lATe  + 2,-- c°ll 
= max 
(~,,)es,  I I(e, 2,) - (w, =)11 
< +oo. 
ii ATe + 2, - ATw + 41 (wt, zt) = arg max 
(,,,,~)~s, II(e,2,) - (w,z) l l  
IIAIle, = I IATe + 2, -  ATw e-  =ell 
I I (e,  2,) - (we, ze)l I 
][A[[t, ]1 (~,2) -  (wt,zt) l  I = I IATe + 2,-- ATw t -  ztll <_ el.. 
Choose ein = IIAIle, e2. Then, for ] lAVe + 2 , -  c°]l < Gin , we can find (w e, z e) E S2 such that  
l ie -  ~eln < II(e, ~:')- (we, zqll _< ~. m 
By combining Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 and noting that  inequality (48) holds for the infeasible- 
interior-point method,  we know (e, e ,  2,) is near an optimal solution. Moreover, we have the 
following result. 
LEMMA 7.5. Given any e3 > O, we can find ee > 0 and Gin > 0 such that 
(cO) T e - (b °) T e < e3, (47) 
for [[Ae "b°] l  < Gin, HATe + £" - c001 _< Gin, and (e)T£ " _< ec. 
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PROOF. Since ][ATz0 + 2 -- c°ll _< Gin, we have 
--Gine ~ AT~ + ~" - c o _< Gine, 
where e = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1)TeR n. Noting that • > 0, and applying ~ to the above inequality, we see 
- Ilelll Gi. _< (.~)r AT~ + (~)T  ~, _ (~)T  c o _< II~ll~Gin- 
Since o < (:~)T;g < ec, 
- (114111 Gin '1- Ge) --~ (~,)T ATzo -- (.~)T C O ~ II-~llx ei,~ + ec. 
Consequently, 
(.~)T AT,~ _ (goT C o 1 -< II:elli ~n + ~ --< ~ + ~,  (48) 
under the assumption that II(~,~, ~)11 < ~. 
On the other hand, from IIA~ - b% <_ ein, we have 
(~)T A:~ - (~)T b o _< II~II IIA~ - b°II < {M~in. (49) 
Combining inequalities (52) and (53), we have 
(co) T ~-  (b°)T~ = (c°) T ~-  (~)~ A~+(~)  ~ A~-  (b° )~ 
_< (c0)T~_(~)TA~ + (~)TA~_(bO) T~ _<2Wein+ec. (50) 
Choosing ec and ein such that G 3 = 2Wein + Gc, the proof is complete. I 
THEOREM 7.6. For any given e > O, we can choose ec > 0 and ein > 0, such that 
(c °)T ~ - (c °)~ x* <,  and (b °) ~ ~ - (b °) T ~" < G, 
for IIA~ - b°ll < Gi., I IAT~ + ~ - c°ll < Gin, aEld (:~)T~ <~ Gc" 
PROOF. From Lemma 7.3, we can find x t such that 
(c o) • .~ _ (co) -~ :e <_ IlcOll I1~" - ~'11 -< IIc°ll G,. (5~) 
From Lemma 7.4, we can find w t such that 
(b o) T ~ _ (b o) T ,, ,  _ ilbOll I1~ - "11 -< IIb°ll ,~. (52) 
On the other hand, (x t, w t, z t) is feasible. Therefore, for an optimal solution (x*, w*, z*), inequal- 
ity (55) implies that 
(c0)Tz * _< (c0)Tx ~ < (cO) ~+I Ic° I IGa.  
Similarly, from inequalities (54) and (56), we have 
(b ° ) "  w* >__ (b °) ~- wt > (b °) T ~ -- IIb°ll G2 > (c °) ~ ~ - G3 - IIb°ll e~. 
Note that el = GiMIIAIh, G2 -- ei./l lAIIt,. G3 = 2wei, + G¢, and (c°)Tx * = (b0)Tw *. Choosing ein 
and ec such that 
e = max {e3 + IIb°ll ,~, IIc°ll G~ },  
the proof is complete, l 
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8. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a Kalman-f i l ter-based infeasible-interior-point method to solve l inear pro- 
gramming problems with stochastic elements b and c. 
Note that  from Corol lary 5.8 in Section 5, the l imit ing property  holds even when the observat ion 
matr ix  is nonstat ionary.  This implies that  we may take only one sample at each i terat ion and the 
direction of movement eventual ly tends to a stable direction. Based on this property,  an improved 
version of A lgor i thm 6.1 is under consideration. We are also interested in the possibi l i ty of using 
the revised Ka lman filter to handle problems with colored non-Gaussian oise. 
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